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Abstract

I prove the existence of a new exact solution of the Einstein field
equation for a massless gravitoelectromagnetic monopole in the case
of the linear approach for a weak gravitational field.

I prove that the metric of a gravitoelectromagnetic monopole is:
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The magnetic monopole was obtained by Dirac like a termination of a

line of dipole[1], so that a theoretical termination of an infinite solenoid with
a mass flow (neutral particles and antiparticles instead of charged particles)
generate a monopole field (this is true for weak and strong gravitational
field), so that a gravitoelectromagnetic monopole exist like a solution of the
Einstein field equation.

The monopole solution must be massless because of the gravitomagnetic
field Bg exist, and the gravitoelectric field Eg is null.

In the limit of a linear approach for a weak gravitational field the metrix
is[2]:
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for a magnetic monopole in spherical coordinates[3]:
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the metric of a gravitational monopole is:

A · dx = Akdxk = Aφdφ+ Aθdθ + Ardr
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gravitational waves exist as a means of dissipating energy so that a gravita-
tional monopole exist as a means to dissipating energy.
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